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Abstract

The polar summer mesosphere is the Earthâ\euros coldest region, allowing the formation of mesospheric ice clouds. These

ice clouds produce strong polar mesospheric summer echoes (PMSE) that are used as tracers of mesospheric dynamics. Here

we report the first observations of extreme vertical drafts ($\pm$50 ms$ˆ{-1}$) in the mesosphere obtained from PMSE,

characterized by velocities more than five standard deviations larger than the observed vertical wind variability. Using aperture

synthesis radar imaging, the observed PMSE morphology resembles a solitary wave in a varicose mode, narrow along propagation

(3–4 km) and elongated ($>10$ km) transverse to propagation direction, with a relatively large vertical extent ($\sim$13 km).

These spatial features are similar to previously observed mesospheric bores, but we observe only one crest with much larger

vertical extent and higher vertical velocities.
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Key Points:12

• First observations of extreme vertical velocities in the polar summer mesosphere.13

• The observed solitary wave in a varicose mode resembles a mesospheric bore, with14

large vertical extent and vertical velocities.15

• Such extreme events might have been missed or ignored in previous observations16

of vertical velocities or other mesospheric observations.17
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Abstract18

The polar summer mesosphere is the Earth’s coldest region, allowing the formation of19

mesospheric ice clouds. These ice clouds produce strong polar mesospheric summer echoes20

(PMSE) that are used as tracers of mesospheric dynamics. Here we report the first ob-21

servations of extreme vertical drafts (±50 ms−1) in the mesosphere obtained from PMSE,22

characterized by velocities more than five standard deviations larger than the observed23

vertical wind variability. Using aperture synthesis radar imaging, the observed PMSE24

morphology resembles a solitary wave in a varicose mode, narrow along propagation (3–25

4 km) and elongated (> 10 km) transverse to propagation direction, with a relatively26

large vertical extent (∼13 km). These spatial features are similar to previously observed27

mesospheric bores, but we observe only one crest with much larger vertical extent and28

higher vertical velocities.29

Plain Language Summary30

Extreme events are ubiquitous of geophysical flows. Example of these events are31

tornadoes and Rogue waves in the lower atmosphere and oceans, respectively. In the meso-32

sphere, the boundary of Earth’s atmosphere and outer space, extreme events could also33

occur, although this region is poorly observed. Here we present the first observations of34

vertical velocities more than five times their expected standard deviation. These obser-35

vations are possible by tracking and imaging strong mesospheric radar echoes that oc-36

cur in the summer at polar latitudes, with a radar used in a radio camera mode. The37

morphology of our observations resembles previously observed instabilities called bores38

or wave walls, but with much larger vertical velocities and vertical extents.39
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1 Introduction40

Extreme events are ubiquitous to geophysical flows, e.g., tornadoes or rogue waves41

(e.g., Tippett & Cohen, 2016; Adcock & Taylor, 2014). In the mesosphere (60–90 km),42

extreme events could also exist. This region is difficult to observe since it is too high for43

meteorological balloons, and too low for satellites to fly in and make in-situ measurements.44

Therefore, observations of extreme events and their respective impacts in this region are45

not easy to identify and study. Nonetheless, this atmospheric region hosts a number of46

interesting optical and radio phenomena like noctilucent clouds (NLC) and polar meso-47

spheric summer echoes (PMSE) (e.g., Thomas & Olivero, 1986; Ecklund & Balsley, 1981;48

Hoppe et al., 1988).49

During summer months at mid and high latitudes, the mesosphere is the coldest50

place on Earth with temperatures as low as 130 K due to dynamical processes that drive51

the atmosphere away from radiatively controlled state (e.g., Lübken et al., 1999). One52

of the most challenging, important, and intriguing mesospheric measurements are ver-53

tical winds. Vertical winds are usually smaller than horizontal winds, but they have sig-54

nificant effects on the atmospheric dynamics, composition, and electrodynamics (e.g.,55

Larsen & Meriwether, 2012). Their mean synoptic-scale values are expected to be in the56

order of centimeters per second and are difficult to measure directly (e.g., Gudadze et57

al., 2019). On the other hand measurements made with ground-based radars, passive op-58

tics, lidars, as well as in-situ chemical traces, show high values varying by up to ±10 ms−1
59

(e.g., Hoppe & Fritts, 1995; Gardner & Liu, 2007; Lehmacher et al., 2011). Similar and60

even higher values have been observed at higher altitudes in the thermosphere (e.g., Larsen61

& Meriwether, 2012). These high values can occur with the same sign for minutes to hours.62

Although part of this variability is attributed to Kelvin-Helmholtz, mesospheric63

bores and other instabilities (e.g., Chau et al., 2020), the drivers for the majority of ob-64

servations of large and/or persistent values are not obvious. Waves propagating through65

the region appear to be connected to the vertical wind variability; either they come from66

below or are generated locally via instabilities, nonlinear interaction with other waves67

or turbulence (e.g., Gardner et al., 1995; Fritts et al., 2004; Larsen & Meriwether, 2012).68

Moreover, high variability in vertical winds have been reproduced in direct numerical sim-69

ulations (DNS) in flows similar to those in the mesosphere (Marino et al., 2015), includ-70

ing extreme values under some special flow conditions (Feraco et al., 2018). Understand-71
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ing and characterizing the vertical wind variability of the mesosphere and higher alti-72

tudes (thermosphere) are important for explaining their effects on dynamics, composi-73

tion, chemistry, and electrodynamics of these regions (e.g., Larsen & Meriwether, 2012).74

In this work, we focus on extreme vertical drafts observed in the polar summer meso-75

sphere. These observations have been made with the Middle Atmosphere Alomar Radar76

System (MAARSY) located in northern Norway (69.30◦N, 16.04◦E). Observations of PMSE77

have been routinely made with MAARSY since 2010 (Latteck et al., 2012). After more78

than 20 years of active research, the physics behind PMSE is well understood. Their sig-79

nal strength depends on electron density, turbulence, and charged-ice particles (e.g., Rapp80

& Lübken, 2004) and they are good tracers of atmospheric winds (e.g., Sato et al., 2017).81

Based on two summers of continuous observations and many years of experience,82

the event we present is extreme since our measured vertical velocities reach values as high83

as more than five times their standard deviation (σw). We start describing the observ-84

ing modes. Our radar results are presented in Section 3, followed by a discussion and85

possible connections to previously observed mesospheric instabilities.86

2 Radar observing modes87

MAARSY is an active phased array that consists of 433 three-element cross-polarized88

Yagi antennas and operates at 53.5 MHz. Its main beam one-way half-power beam-width89

is 4◦. On reception, either all 433 elements, or up to 7 groups of 49 elements, or up to90

15 out of 55 groups of 7 elements can be used (e.g., Latteck et al., 2012, for more details).91

PMSE are routinely observed with MAARSY using two quasi-simultaneous main92

modes: (a) multi-beam, and (b) radar imaging (e.g., Gudadze et al., 2019; Urco et al.,93

2019). These modes have been used during the summers of 2016 and 2017, except for94

a few days where other modes were used to support special requests. Both modes run95

with 1 ms interpulse period. Since horizontal winds are expected to be within ±150 ms−1,96

the multi-beam mode has been configured to allow a Nyquist velocity of ±35 ms−1. On97

the other hand the radar imaging mode allows a Nyquist velocity of ±175 ms−1, suit-98

able to study other echoes, e.g., non-specular meteor echoes (Chau et al., 2014).99

Given the velocity aliasing in the multi-beam mode, in this work we use only data100

from the radar imaging mode, which observes for 30 s every 180 s. This mode uses only101

one vertically pointing transmitting beam using all 433 elements, while 16 antenna groups102
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are used on reception, 15 of them for radar imaging. A spectral moment method has been103

implemented to obtain: signal, mean radial velocity and spectral width. Radial veloc-104

ities from slightly off-vertical locations could have contributions from horizontal veloc-105

ities. However, unrealistic supersonic horizontal winds (more than 1500 ms−1) would be106

required to generate the large (∼ 50 ms−1) observed velocities.107

Radar imaging has been obtained by applying the Maximum Entropy method on108

the cross-spectra data from combinations of receiving antenna pairs (e.g., Hysell & Chau,109

2006; Urco et al., 2019). Since the selected 15 receiving antennas do not have the same110

beam width, the imaging inversion has been performed only within ±8◦ zenith angles.111

This angular coverage also allows for the observation of PMSE outside the main illumi-112

nated area, if strong echoes are present there.113

Besides the PMSE observations, in this work we also used the horizontal wind ob-114

servations with a specular meteor radar (SMR) located also in Andoya (e.g., Chau et al.,115

2017). This system consists of one single element Yagi antenna on transmission and five116

single element antennas on reception arranged in an interferometer configuration. On117

reception echoes from meteor trails perpendicular to the line of sight are detected and118

identified. The radial velocity and location (range and angle) of each meteor trail within119

selected altitude and temporal bins are used to estimate a mean horizontal wind vector120

for that bin (e.g., Hocking et al., 2001). Such vector components are obtained assum-121

ing a homogeneous wind inside the illuminated area, i.e., a circle of approximately 400122

km diameter at 86 km altitude.123

3 Results124

The extreme event of vertical drafts that occur on July 16, 2016 is shown in Fig-125

ures 1a to 1c. Figure 1a shows the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) as a function of altitude126

and time. The vertical velocities and spectral widths are shown in Figures 1b and 1c,127

respectively.128

The event in question occurred between 04:25 and 05:00 universal time (UT) and129

is characterized by: (a) episodes of large vertical updrafts and downdrafts lasting a few130

minutes at around 86 km, (b) large spectral widths, and (c) echoes appearing to move131

up and down according to the measured mean vertical velocities, and (d) their strength132

increasing (decreasing) when going up (down). Outside this time interval, the PMSE spec-133
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tral moments behave within expected values, i.e., vertical velocities within ±5 ms−1, spec-134

tral widths below 5 ms−1, and echoes occurring in multiple layers.135

In Figures 1d to 1t normalized spectrograms for selected times around the extreme136

event are shown. Each spectrum is obtained from ∼30 s continuous observations. The137

striking features in this figure are the large positive and negative vertical drafts well out-138

side 3σw, reaching high absolute values (e.g., 65 ms−1 at 04:28:21 UT or -45 ms−1 at 04:36:03139

UT). Except for the spectra at 04:41:11 (1o) and 04:43:46 (1n) UT, the spectra are com-140

posed of one or two velocity peaks at a given altitude. Given that the illuminated vol-141

ume has a radius of about ∼ 5 km in the horizontal direction at these altitudes , the142

multi peak features are a result of multiple regions of enhanced backscattering within143

the illuminated volume. The presence of multiple peaks gives rise to large values of spec-144

tral widths. The red dashed lines indicate the 3σw based on two months of continuous145

observations in 2016.146

From radar imaging, we have obtained spatial information of features within the147

illuminated volume. Figures 2a to 2f show selected 2D spatial planes of imaging around148

04:30:54 UT. The large scale 30-min averaged horizontal winds obtained from a closely149

located specular meteor radar are shown in arrows as a reference. Radar imaging results150

clearly indicate that the extreme updrafts and downdrafts are localized in horizontal space,151

with 3–4 km width along the x axis, and at least 8–12 km elongation along the y axis,152

where x- and y-axis are rotated 50◦ East of North. An animation of similar frames from153

04:00 to 05:30 UT every 150–170 s can be seen in Movie S1. The imaging results are also154

used to verify that the inferred vertical velocities are mainly due to vertical wind and155

not to a horizontal wind contamination, since areas of large vertical drafts are observed156

at or close to overhead inside the vertical transmitting beam. For typical mesospheric157

horizontal winds (±150 ms−1), their contamination in our vertical estimates would be158

at most within ±4 ms−1.159

The temporal evolution of these spatial features is summarized in Figures 2g to 2n160

as function of x (i.e., X-Time Doppler-Intensity, XTDI) (left) and y (YTDI) (right) for161

selected altitudes. The extreme drafts are elongated along y at all altitudes, and drift162

along x. At 89 km, the updraft is observed to cover at least 16–20 km in x, appearing163

around 04:20 and disappearing around 04:45 UT. The irregularities causing these echoes164

move up from around 86 km and stay at 89 km for at least 25 min. At 81.5 km, down-165
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drafts are also elongated along the y axis and drift generally along x. However, they are166

only observed for 2–4 km along x and last less than 5 min. The latter suggests that the167

irregularities came down from 86 km or so and disappear after a few minutes. Later the168

echoes appear again around 04:55 due to irregularities coming from below and remain169

present at least until 05:30 UT. Both regions of updrafts and downdrafts drift at ∼11 ms−1
170

along x, North-East, with respect to an observer on the ground. Note that regions of large171

drafts are observed for a longer time in these plots than in the spectra plots in Figure 1,172

since the spectra were obtained using all 433 elements on transmission and reception.173

The duration, elongation and horizontal extent of the event should be taken as minimum174

values, given the relatively small observing volume, when compared to other imaging ob-175

servations (e.g., airglow imagers).176

Figure 3 shows profiles of horizontal wind magnitude and direction as well as their177

vertical gradients. These profiles were obtained with the SMR described above, around178

the time of the event. A moderate horizontal wind shear (24 ms−1km−1), occurs at the179

altitude where the extreme updrafts and downdrafts begin, i.e., 86 km. Recall that these180

are mean values representing an area of approximately 400 km diameter at 86 km ob-181

tained.182

4 Discussion183

The main features of the kilometer-scale extreme event presented here can be sum-184

marized as follows: (a) vertical drafts close to 5σw occur during a limited time of ∼30185

minutes on July 16, 2016 around 0430 UT; (b) they occur between 80 and 90 km, (c)186

updrafts (downdrafts) up to 65 (45) ms−1 occur above (below) 86 km, are observed for187

long (short) time, and their associated echoes present larger (smaller) SNR than echoes188

at 86 km where they begin; (d) it is localized in horizontal space with widths of 3–4 km189

in the x axis, and elongated along the y axis; (e) at the center altitude, the vertical gra-190

dient of the background horizontal wind is the largest (24 ms−1km−1); (f) the PMSE191

layer thickness changes from 3 km (before the event) to 13 km (at the central time), (g)192

both drafts drift across the observing volume apparently against the mean horizontal wind193

at ∼11 ms−1, therefore the duration, elongation and horizontal extent of the event should194

be taken as minimum values.195
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4.1 Verification of our observations196

Since our reported vertical velocities are not expected and might be controversial,197

in this section we summarize briefly some of the actions we have performed to verify the198

validity of our vertical velocity estimates. The first obvious check was range aliasing. Our199

unambiguous range is 300 km, echoes coming from 380 km might be range aliased, how-200

ever, their range, temporal, and spectral features do not correspond to such altitude. For201

example, if they were echoes from radar aurora, they would cover a much larger range202

(e.g., Chau & St.-Maurice, 2016). Moreover, plasma instabilities have been ruled out since:203

(a) the ionosphere was quiet for a few hours around the event, and (b) the altitude is204

too low for plasma instabilities to be generated (e.g., St.-Maurice & Chau, 2016). The205

former indicates that strong electric fields are not expected, while the latter is supported206

by high collision frequencies around 86 km.207

Horizontal velocity contamination is a usual suspect on vertical velocity studies,208

particularly when studying their mean values (e.g., Gudadze et al., 2019). As we men-209

tioned above without considering radar imaging, unrealistic huge supersonic horizontal210

velocities would be needed to explain the reported vertical velocities. Moreover in the211

imaging results, at a given altitude they would be shown with a transition from red to212

blue as the scattering center passes the beam center if the vertical velocity is very small.213

Figure 2g clearly shows that the upper/lower altitude regions are red/blue as the event214

transits the beam. At most we expect the horizontal contamination to be within ±4 ms−1.215

The vertical velocity profile is not constant at all altitudes at the central time of216

the event (i.e., 04:30), instead, it shows a maximum upward value around 89 km, zero217

at 86 km, and maximum downward value around 82 km. A simple integration of this ver-218

tical profile, supports the observed vertical extension, i.e., a few kilometers in altitude219

in a few minutes.220

4.2 Connection to mesospheric bores221

A sketch based on the observations is shown in Figure 4. The SNR, vertical veloc-222

ity, and spectral width from Figure 1 are combined into an altitude-time-Doppler inten-223

sity plot (e.g., Chau et al., 2020), with superimposed arrows indicating w directions, and224

expected regions of horizontal wind convergence (C) and divergence (D) (see below). Clearly,225

our observed event resembles a solitary wave oscillating in varicose mode, i.e., where the226
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upper part is rising, the lower part is falling, and viceversa. This varicose mode is ex-227

pected in internal bores (e.g., Dewan & Picard, 2001) and has been directly observed in228

mesospheric bores (e.g., Fritts et al., 2020).229

Our sketch together with the spatial features shown in Figure 2 resembles the meso-230

spheric bore features of Bore 1 reported by Fritts et al. (2020), where they combined 2D231

images of PMC and lidar vertical profiling. As in the case of Fritts et al. (2020), we also232

expect that the observed vertical velocity divergence (convergence) ahead of (behind)233

the extreme event is accompanied by horizontal wind convergence (divergence). This hor-234

izontal wind behavior, unfortunately, could not be directly measured in our case. How-235

ever, using vertical velocities from Figure 1i and assuming an incompressible flow, the236

estimated local horizontal wind convergence is ∼14 ms−1km−1, which is more than 100237

times the measured mesoscale horizontal divergence in this region (Chau et al., 2017).238

Note that the large local horizontal wind convergence/divergence is expected at the cen-239

tral altitude and not where the high vertical velocities are observed.240

The vertical dimensions of our event are more than two times larger than those re-241

ported by Fritts et al. (2020), i.e., 2h1 ∼ 13 and 2h0 ∼ 3.0 km, instead of 4.7 and 2.8 km,242

respectively, where 2h1 and 2h0 are the vertical extensions during the peak of the per-243

turbation and before the perturbation. These dimensions imply a normalized bore am-244

plitude β = (h1−h0)/h0 ∼ 3.33 which is much larger than previously measured or in-245

ferred characteristics of mesospheric bores or wall waves (e.g., Taylor et al., 1995; Li et246

al., 2007; Smith et al., 2003, 2017). Vertical velocities in previous mesospheric bores have247

been expected or measured to be less than 10 ms−1 (e.g., Li et al., 2007).248

Morphologically our extreme event resembles a mesospheric bore, but given its ver-249

tical dimensions, observed vertical velocities, and single observed crest, our event is unique.250

Unfortunately, temperature and density profiles are not available for this event. How-251

ever, as in the case of typical mesospheric bores, we expect that our event is a consequence252

of an instability occurring in some type of ducting (Doppler, thermal or a combination253

of both). Ducting regions are ubiquitous, but mesospheric bores are not. Possible mech-254

anisms that have been invoked to explain mesospheric bores might also explain our ob-255

servations, e.g., interaction of gravity waves with the mean flow at a critical level (e.g.,256

Dewan & Picard, 1998), non-linear internal gravity waves trapped within a thermal in-257

version layer (e.g., Seyler, 2005), etc. Interesting to note is that run 8 in Seyler (2005)258
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Table 1, reproduces a single-crest bore with larger amplitudes and Bore speeds than the259

other runs. However, none of the previous theories aimed to explain an event with the260

large β and very high vertical velocities that characterized our observations.261

DNS results of stratified flows have predicted extreme vertical velocities localized262

in space and time under particular values of stratification, specifically with Froude num-263

ber ∼ 0.1−0.01 (Feraco et al., 2018). Although a one-to-one comparison with our event264

is difficult, the DNS results indicate that the resonant interaction between gravity waves265

and turbulent motions responsible for the simulated DNS results, might play a role in266

explaining our event. Such comparison with DNS results and possibly more events will267

be pursued on a future work.268

4.3 How often mesospheric extreme events occur?269

We have presented only one event showing extreme vertical velocities. At this point270

is difficult to infer if this is an isolated one-of-a-kind event, or if they occur more often271

but, due to their high velocities and spatio-temporal characteristics, have been ignored.272

In the case of previous PMSE observations with MAARSY, the great majority were273

done with Nyquist velocities less than 30 ms−1. Therefore, extreme drafts have been fil-274

tered out and cannot be recovered by their velocity values. In cases where larger Nyquist275

velocity have been used, they were presumably treated as outliers given their large val-276

ues and relative short duration (e.g. Gudadze et al., 2019, Figure 4). In the latter cases,277

a careful reprocessing should be pursued to search for additional extreme drafts. Data278

obtained with small Nyquist might still be useful, if one looks for sudden vertical excur-279

sions (up and down).280

Based on the possible relation to mesospheric bores that have been observed at dif-281

ferent latitudes (Hozumi et al., 2019), such extreme drafts are not expected to be unique282

to the polar summer mesosphere. Thus, one should search for extreme vertical veloci-283

ties at other latitudes, seasons, with a variety of instruments. For example, mesospheric284

solitary waves (solitons) reported from foil chaff experiments in the past, might have sam-285

pled a small spatial and temporal portion of an extreme event like the one reported here286

(Widdel, 1991).287
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Although our work is focused on vertical velocities, such extreme events should show288

up in other atmospheric variables, e.g., temperatures, airglow intensities, NLC bright-289

ness, etc. As far as we know, extreme events based on these parameters have not been290

reported so far, or they might have been ignored.291

4.4 Potential impacts292

In the particular case of the polar summer mesosphere, ice particles exist and they293

are the main reason for the presence of NLC and PMSE (e.g. Thomas & Olivero, 1986;294

Rapp & Lübken, 2004). Using expected temperature and pressure profiles from empir-295

ical models as well as the observed vertical drafts, we find that in our specific case the296

temperature increases significantly in the downdraft regions. This increase causes the297

reduction of ice particle radius in time scales of a few minutes (see Figure S1). In the298

case of PMSE, their volume reflectivity is mainly determined by the Schmidt number,299

which is proportional to the square of ice particle radius (e.g., Rapp & Lübken, 2004).300

Therefore a reduction of ice particle radius would mean a weaker PMSE. In Figure 1a,301

the strength of echoes decreases or echoes even disappear for the regions experiencing302

downdrafts. In the updraft regions, the strength of echoes increases but based on our303

calculations this increase is not related to the ice particle radius, instead it could be due304

to an increase of electron density. These simple calculations indicate that indeed ice par-305

ticle radius is affected by extreme vertical drafts, and so are clouds and echoes relaying306

on it.307

Like in the case of ice particles, other mesospheric species would also experience308

significant changes in altitude, and therefore their mixing ratios might change at a given309

altitude. The transport of photochemically inactive species across the turbopause by ver-310

tical winds enhances their concentration much more rapidly compared to turbulent mix-311

ing, which implies that extreme vertical updrafts are an effective mechanism to trans-312

port trace gases into the lower thermosphere. For example if Argon and molecular Ni-313

trogen are brought to higher altitudes, e.g., from 90 to 110 km, it could take up to 3 h314

to fully mix these components, i.e., much longer than if these species would have stayed315

at 90 km (e.g., Von Zahn et al., 1990).316
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5 Conclusions317

We report the first observations of extreme vertical drafts (±50 ms−1) in the meso-318

sphere characterized by a solitary wave behavior in varicose mode. Although their hor-319

izontal and spatial structures resemble those of previously observed mesospheric bores,320

our event shows only one crest with a much larger vertical extent than previous obser-321

vations. This vertical extension is consistent with the observed extreme vertical veloc-322

ities.323

Our current poor knowledge on these extreme drafts (formation, occurrence rate,324

duration, predictability) as well as limited observing capabilities in the mesosphere, should325

not impede the exploration of impacts on other fields where km-scale perturbations and326

instabilities and high vertical drafts might be important. As in the case of mesospheric327

bores, if they occur frequently a better understanding and characterization would con-328

tribute to the roles of such dynamics (including small-scale gravity waves and instabil-329

ity dynamics) in a number of parameters requiring parameterization in large-scale gen-330

eral circulation weather and climate models (e.g., Fritts et al., 2014, 2020). Further ob-331

servations as well as theory and modelling efforts are still needed to find and identify the332

specific sources of mesospheric bores and our reported event.333
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Figure 1. (Left) Range-time plots of: (a) signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), (b) vertical velocity

(positive upward), and (c) total spectral width, observed with a vertical pointing beam on July

16, 2016. Note the relative large scales being shown for vertical velocities (±60 ms−1). (Right)

Normalized spectra as a function of w, where w = −fλ/2, f is Doppler frequency in Hz, and

λ the radar wavelength in meters. The normalization is in power spectra amplitude for each

altitude with respect to its maximum. Three-sigma levels (3σw) based on June–July 2016 obser-

vations are plotted in dashed red lines.
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Figure 2. (Left) Two dimensional spatial cuts of PMSE inside the illuminated volume on

July 16, 2016 around 0430 UT. xz and yz cuts at x = 0 and y = 0 km in panels (a) and (b),

respectively. xy cuts at altitudes 89.0, 83.5, and 81.5 km in panels (c), (e), and (f), respectively.

The intensity indicates signal strength of the echoes, while the color shows vertical velocity. Red

(blue) values represent upward (downward) velocities greater (smaller) than 25 (-25) ms−1, while

green values represent velocities in between (see panel d). The 30-min horizontal wind from the

specular meteor radar is indicated with a yellow arrow in the center of each xy cut. (Right)

Space-time cuts at altitudes 89.0, 87.0, 83.5, and 81.5 km, of xy cuts in the left panel: (g-j) x

versus time for y = 0, and (k-n) y versus time for x = 0.
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Figure 3. Horizontal winds profiles obtained with a collocated radar that observe specular

meteor echoes around 04:30 UT on July 16, 2016: horizontal wind magnitude and direction with

their respective vertical gradients. The direction is with respect to x, positive anti-clockwise. The

colors indicate time in minutes with respect to 04:30 UT. The central time values are marked

with black diamonds.
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Figure 4. Closeup of the observations shown in Figure 1 to sketch the dynamics accompany-

ing our event. The color code is the same as the one in Figure 2d. The regions of strong updraft

(downdraft) are indicated with red (blue) arrows. Letter C and D represent horizontal wind con-

vergence and divergence, respectively. Yellow vertical arrows indicate relevant vertical scales (see

text).
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Additional Supporting Information (Files uploaded separately)

1. Movie S1.

Introduction

In this document we present supplemental material aimed to complement the informa-

tion and results presented in the article.

Supporting Figures

Figure S1 shows the impacts on ice particles located at three selected altitudes at the

beginning of the extreme event, that have been calculated using expected temperature

and pressure profiles from empirical models (Picone et al., 2002) as well as the observed

vertical drafts. We have used published vapor pressures (Murphy & Koop, 2005), a water

vapor volume mixing ratio of 3 ppmv and assuming that the particles experienced the

observed vertical velocities for 3 min. In the case of ice particles experiencing the extreme

updrafts (pink) they could be transported up more than 8 km in less than 5 min, their

temperature could decrease more than 50 K, but their particle radius does not change

since there are less water molecules available at these altitudes than lower down. On the

other hand, those experiencing downdrafts (green), go down 3–4 km in less than 10 min

their temperature increases more than 50 K, and their particle radius could decrease

significantly (more than 15 nm in a few minutes), depending on the initial temperature.

In Figure S1d, estimations for three different background temperatures with respect to

June 18, 2021, 5:14pm
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the empirical model are estimated and marked with different line styles. Note that these

are approximate values, since we are not using the exact spatial and temporal information

of the vertical velocity.

Supporting Movie

Movie S1 shows a temporal animation of the PMSE 2D spatial cuts in Figure 2. Instead

of the color bar, a cut at 87 km is included.

Description of datasets

The data used in the plots presented in this article can be found at https://www.radar

-service.eu/radar/en/dataset/RDOybenOQktKPLsT?token=MIPFqNPRJYOxNGsasNXi.

We present three types of files:

• Spectra and spectra moments of PMSE echoes in IDL sav format (pmse_spectra

directory).

• Three dimensional PMSE brightness as function of frequency for each time inter-

val in HDF5 format. The metadata of all imaging files is included in metadata.h5

(pmse_imaging directory).

• Winds from a closely located specular meteor radar (smr_winds directory)
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Figure S1. Effects of observed vertical drafts on airparcels located at three different

altitudes: (a) observed vertical velocities and particle position, (b) vertical velocities and

changes of temperatures for three altitudes, (c) changes of temperature and altitude for

airparcels exposed 180 sec to the observed velocities, (d) changes of ice particle radius for

three different background temperatures. Line colors correspond to the legend in panel

(a).
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